CLIENT STORIES

Launa and Shadow are both fierce survivors. Launa survived Hurricane Katrina and Shadow survived being a stray on the streets; now both need help to stay together. Launa was diagnosed with multiple sclerosis last year and is already feeling the devastating effects of the disease. Twice now she has fallen while walking Shadow and needs help to train him so he no longer pulls away, posing a health risk in the process. Thanks to a grant from Wells Fargo, and to Angie, a trainer at Lucky Dog Resort, HHF is able to provide Launa and Shadow with that help. Hopefully, with Angie’s experience and a customized training program, Shadow will prove to be a helpful companion to Launa, and be able to stay with her for years to come.

Poor little Bubba was hanging out with Vincent in the laundry room of their apartment complex when he was attacked by a big dog off-leash. Bubba suffered numerous lacerations and had to undergo surgery to patch him up. His physical wounds will heal, but this is the second time Bubba has been attacked, and per Vincent, he cries when he sees more than one dog at a time.